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Dr Zac Cox has successfully challenged Sajid Javid's continued 
sponsorship of 12 of 13 of the American (Biden) proposed amendments to the 
International Health Regulations - IHR

What does this mean?  
He has prevented a transfer of power to WHO at the 75th WHA which would 
have affected all 193 member states and would have given the World Health 
Organization extraordinary powers, and trample on our Constitutional 
rights- giving away our sovereign rights to an unelected, unaccountable body - 
heavily financed (and therefore influenced) by the pharmaceutical industry 
and other ‘powerful’ industries.

How did he do this? 
By issuing a Judicial Review action - and appeal thereof at the Court of 
Appeal - which resulted in the UK government via their lawyers 
confirming that 12 of 13 proposed amendments would NOT be on 
the table at WHA.

https://kingfisherjustice.co.uk/
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Thank You so much for Your support it really does mean the World to us. 

May the Force be with You Always! 

If you wish to donate to Kingfisher Justice to help us to raise awareness and keep our small team in a 
position to keep supporting fighting for Justice - thank you for donating at

www.kingfisherjustice.co.uk

Insert from Government legal letter received by Dr Cox on 20th 
May 2022 when he awaited his Court of Appeal hearing 
challenging the Secretary of State : Savid Javid:

"By way of factual update to the Court, it should be noted that the 
only amendment to the IHR being discussed at the upcoming 
World Health Assembly (22-28 May 2022) is that proposed by the 
US in relation to Article 59, which would reduce the time period 
after which future amendments to the IHR would come into force 
as a matter of international law. "

Since this 1 proposed amendment alone is a reasonable amendment 
- reducing the period of time for when any amendments would 
come into force in an emergency situation - there was no realistic 
challenge to this one clause on its own and no force in a challenge 
without the 12 other proposed amendments which would have 
actually given over power to WHO. 

See 
UPDATE 
of 2nd 
June 2023

Kingfisher Justice wanted to let you know 
that Zac Cox successfully challenged the 
proposed amendments
- and we applaud and support his tenacity 
in finding a way to stop the WHO having 
powers they should NEVER EVER be given.
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